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First Elder, who had almost given up, heard Mo Hong’s words and did not have any 
more thoughts. 

He looked at Mo Hong coldly and stood up after a while. 

“Qin Yu Must Die!”First Elder said coldly. 

Mo hong nodded and said, “This kid is too arrogant. We must get rid of him quickly! First 
Elder, please send out the eighteen gods to kill Qin Yu!” 

First Elder glanced at Mo Hong and said in a deep voice, “Qin Yu is currently at Mount 
Hua Ning. I Can’t go.” 

Mo Hong’s expression changed slightly. He was silent for a moment before saying, “We 
might as well get rid of Jue Wu as well!” 

“If it was that simple, we would have made our move long ago,”first elder said coldly. 

Not to mention Jue Wu’s terrifying strength, coupled with her many good friends, even 
the Heavenly Cloud sect did not dare to act rashly. 

If they really went all out to get rid of Jue Wu, the Tianyun sect would suffer a great loss. 

“When Qin Yu leaves Mount Hua Ning, the eighteen gods will immediately kill him,”first 
elder said coldly. 

Then, First Elder looked at Mo Hong and said, “I’ll leave this matter to you.” 

“Don’t worry. I’ll immediately send people to keep an eye on the vicinity of Mount Hua 
Ning,”Mo Hong hurriedly nodded. 

First Elder, however, shook his head and said, “I want you to go personally.” 

Mo Hong was startled. Then, he clenched his teeth and said, “Alright, I’ll set off for 
Mount Hua Ning now!” 

… 

On the other side, Qin Yu had already planned to leave Mount Hua Ning. 



... 

These past few days, he had searched through countless medicinal pills in his mind and 
finally decided on a medicinal pill called the nascent soul pill. 

This kind of medicinal pill had a magical effect on the nascent soul realm, especially for 
cultivators who were about to break through. 

Normally, three nascent soul pills were enough, but based on Qin Yu’s experience, he 
probably needed a medicinal pill that was several times more powerful than an ordinary 
person’s. 

Therefore, Qin Yu planned to temporarily prepare thirty nascent soul pills, then return to 
Mount Hua Ning to cultivate in seclusion and step into the mighty realm in one go. 

“I can only exert 70% of my strength right now. I’ll probably need several pills just to 
recover to my peak condition,”Qin Yu said as he counted with his fingers. 

Qin Yu sighed slightly and decided to increase the number of pills to 40. 

40 nascent soul pills should be enough. 

The herbs required for nascent soul pills were not considered harsh. Most of them were 
herbs that were around 10,000 years old. They were not rare in the holy region. 

Qin Yu, who had originally planned to replace the guild, also gave up on the idea. 

Hence, Qin Yu found absolute dance and asked, “I want to purchase a batch of herbs 
that are at least ten thousand years old. Do you have any good recommendations?” 

Absolute dance waved her hand and said, “I don’t know. You can ask Qu Zhu.” 

Qu Zhu smiled and said, “Absolute dance’s cultivation is different from ours. She 
doesn’t need overly harsh herbs and environment.” 

Qin Yu was stunned and asked in confusion, “What do you mean?” 

Qu Zhu smiled and said, “The unique dance’s constitution is a little strange. Her 
cultivation depends on her mood.” 

Qin Yu was even more confused. Depends on her mood? What did this mean? 

Could it be that she could break through when she was in a good mood? 



Qu Zhu explained, “The unique dance’s constitution is very strange. Every once in a 
while, she will feel signs of a breakthrough. And she doesn’t need to cultivate at all. She 
just needs to eat, drink, and have fun.” 

Qin Yu couldn’t help but gasp when he heard this. 

What kind of cultivation method was this? wasn’t it a little too abnormal? 

“So, as long as she’s in a good mood, it’s considered cultivation. Look at her eating, 
drinking, and having fun every day. In fact, that’s also a type of cultivation,”qu Zhu 
continued. 

Qin Yu said with a face full of shock, “Isn’t this F * cking too abnormal?” 

“Haha, this can also be considered as one of her dao techniques.”Qu Zhu laughed. 

With Qu Zhu’s explanation, Qin Yu somewhat understood. 

Everyone chose different dao techniques. Some relied on seclusion to cultivate the 
righteous dao, while others relied on killing to attain Dao. However, a dao technique like 
the absolute dance was indeed too comfortable. 

“Oh right, what did you want to ask just now?”Qu Zhu asked. 

Qin Yu said, “Senior Qu Zhu, I want to buy a batch of herbs. Where should I go?” 

Qu Zhu didn’t even think before saying, “Of course it’s the Medicine Sage Capital. 
Almost all of the best herbs in the southern region are in the Medicine Sage Capital.” 

“Medicine Sage Capital? What kind of place is that?”Qin Yu asked doubtfully. 

Qu Zhu explained, “The predecessor of the Medicine Sage Capital was the pill refining 
assembly. It was a place where a group of alchemists gathered. Because of their 
existence, many herbs flowed to this place. After many years of development, it finally 
became the Medicine Sage Capital.” 

Qin Yu suddenly came to a realization and couldn’t help but mutter, “In that case, it’s 
convenient for me to go to the Medicine Sage Capital.” 

After all, Qin Yu was also an alchemist, and an alchemist with a purple flame. 

Previously, Qin Yu had asked around and found that most of the powerful alchemists 
had gone to the central plains. Those who stayed were mostly nameless people. 

Therefore, the alchemists of the medicine sage capital probably didn’t have much 
ability. 



“Thank you, senior Qu Zhu.”Qin Yu cupped his hands toward Qu Zhu. “Senior Qu Zhu, 
where is the Medicine Sage City?” 

Qu Zhu extended his finger, and rays of light appeared in front of him. 

These rays of light interweaved in the air, and after a while, they actually turned into a 
map of the Southern Region! 

This move really shocked Qin Yu! 

Just how terrifying was his strength to be able to use spiritual Qi to weave a map? 

“It’s here.”Qu Zhu’s finger pointed at a certain location on the spiritual Qi map. 

Qin Yu didn’t dare to be negligent and quickly memorized this location. 

“Thank you, senior Qu Zhu.”Qin Yu cupped his hands toward Qu Zhu once more and 
then planned to leave this place. 

He bid farewell to Qu Zhu, Jue Wu, and the two Wen brothers before leaving this place 
and rushing toward the Medicine Sage City. 

Not long after Qin Yu left, Mo Hong arrived here. 

He didn’t dare to approach the Hua Ning Mountain, so he could only hide in the distance 
and observe in secret. 

In order to prevent accidents, Mo Hong tried to probe out a wisp of divine sense, trying 
to find out the truth in case Qin Yu wasn’t here. 

But when his divine sense approached the Hua Ning mountain, it was directly cut off. 

Mo Hong’s expression changed slightly. He hurriedly withdrew his divine sense and 
changed his position, afraid that he would expose his position. 

… 

Qin Yu sat on the Divine Eagle and silently memorized the location of the Medicine 
Sage City. 

The closer he was to the Medicine Sage City, the more Qin Yu could smell the 
medicinal fragrance. The surrounding spiritual Qi also began to gradually become 
denser. 

After a long time, Qin Yu arrived near the medicine sage city. 



The city gate of the medicine sage city was filled with people. Some people came to 
look for medicine, while others encountered a bottleneck and went to the medicine sage 
city to ask someone to refine a pill. 

As for those who came to see the doctor, there were very few. After all, this was the 
holy region, and for cultivators, they had long since recovered from their illnesses. 

Looking from the sky, there was a palace that pierced through the clouds in the middle 
of the Medicine Sage City. This was the place where alchemists lived. 

Qin Yu put away the Divine Hawk and then Strode toward the Medicine Sage City. 
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The medicinal fragrance of the medicine saint capital was extremely rich, causing 
people to be unable to leave. 

Qin Yu breathed in this internal Qi forcefully, feeling refreshed. 

Around the medicine saint capital, there were countless medicinal stalls with a dazzling 
array of herbs. 

Qin Yu had the desolate God’s eye, so he could see the age of the herbs at a glance. 

These herbs were all more than ten thousand years old. It could be seen that ten 
thousand-year-old herbs were not rare in the holy region. 

Qin Yu frowned slightly. He sized up these herbs and said in a low voice, “Even the two 
sides of the herb stall are ten thousand-year-old herbs. Then what kind of herbs should 
be in that palace?” 

He did not dare to imagine! Those were probably herbs that were tens of thousands of 
years old! 

Although the requirement for the age of the herbs in the nascent soul pill wasn’t high, 
the quality of the herbs also determined the quality of the nascent soul pill. 

Therefore, if he could get herbs with a higher age, Qin Yu would naturally try them out. 

Therefore, Qin Yu walked toward the palace while admiring the herbs on both sides. 



When he got close to the palace, Qin Yu found that the palace was shining with golden 
light and glass, and it was shining with an extremely luxurious brilliance everywhere. 

Qin Yu couldn’t help but frown. His impression of the medicine sage city had been 
greatly reduced. 

At the entrance of the palace stood two guards. These two guards were actually at the 
mighty realm. 

The weapons they held were also extremely extraordinary. They far surpassed the 
batch of weapons purchased by the Hunter organization. 

It was very clear that the profit of the medicine sage city was very considerable. 

Qin Yu took a step forward. Just as he approached, he was stopped by two guards. 

... 

“This place is an important place for alchemists to refine pills. Outsiders are not allowed 
to get close,”the two guards said coldly. 

Qin Yu raised his head to glance at the palace and said, “May I ask what’s inside?” 

The guard looked at Qin Yu as if he was looking at an idiot and said, “Of course there 
are alchemists. Are you deliberately finding trouble?” 

Qin Yu quickly waved his hand and said, “Of course not. Don’t misunderstand. I’m just 
curious.” 

The guard snorted coldly, as if he didn’t want to pay attention to Qin Yu. 

Qin Yu thickened his skin and continued to ask, “Is there a large number of top-grade 
herbs inside? How much will it cost?” 

“Are you F * cking finding trouble? !”The guard seemed to be angered by Qin Yu and 
raised his hand to grab Qin Yu’s collar! 

However, Qin Yu stretched out his hand and grabbed his wrist. 

The guard’s expression changed. He tried to struggle, but he found that he could not 
break free. 

“You have such a bad temper?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows. 

The guard said angrily, “Let go of me immediately! Otherwise, don’t blame me for being 
rude!” 



Just as he was about to flare up, the guard next to him suddenly leaned on his ear and 
whispered something. 

After hearing his words, the guard’s expression changed slightly, and his tone 
immediately became much gentler. 

He sized up Qin Yu and said, “What exactly do you want to ask?” 

Qin Yu said, “I said, is there a large number of herbs inside? I need a large number of 
herbs now.” 

The guard explained, “The herbs inside are not for sale.” 

“Translator.”Qin Yu let go of the guard. 

The guard rubbed his wrist and explained, “It’s like this. The herbs in here are all herbs 
sent by the sects and clans. These herbs are for alchemists.” 

“Alchemists provide pills for the sects and clans, while the sects and clans provide 
herbs for alchemists. Among them, the Heavenly Cloud sect is the largest supplier.” 

Qin Yu came to a sudden realization. He touched his chin and said, “In that case, it’s 
only the sects that keep this batch of alchemists. No wonder they are so overbearing.” 

“You can put it that way.”The guard nodded. 

Qin Yu continued to ask, “Then what are the quality of the herbs inside? What’s the 
difference between them and the outside world?” 

“Of course it’s different,”the guard said with a smile. 

“Let me put it this way. Most of the herbs outside were discarded by alchemists, so they 
were thrown outside.” 

Qin Yu couldn’t help but gasp. 

10,000-year-old herbs were actually discarded by them? 

This competition was really a waste of heaven’s gifts! 

“Then how can I enter this place to become an alchemist?”Qin Yu asked impatiently. 

The two of them looked at each other and said, “There’s a test. After the test, you can 
become an alchemist.” 



Qin Yu immediately waved his hand and said, “Then don’t waste time. Arrange a test for 
me immediately! I want to become an alchemist.” 

The guard said with a slightly troubled expression, “I’m afraid you’ll have to wait. This 
test is not up to us. We can only go and help you report it.” 

“Then hurry up and go. I’ll wait for you here,”Qin Yu said with a smile. 

The guard nodded repeatedly. One of them immediately turned around and walked into 
the palace. Qin Yu found a seat and sat down, quietly waiting. 

In the palace. 

Groups of alchemists were refining pills. 

They were scattered on different levels. The alchemists on each level were different. 
The higher the level, the higher the level. and vice versa. 

The herbs provided on each level were also very different. The herbs on the highest 
level could even meet a top-tier king of medicine that was 100,000 years old. 

The guard shuttled all the way to the top level. 

On the top level of the pagoda, there were a few old men refining pills. 

Seeing the guard who barged in, the old men immediately frowned. 

“Who let you in!”The old men berated angrily. 

The guard hurriedly said, “Not good, something happened.” 

“What happened? Why are you making such a fuss?”An old man with white hair and 
dressed in a white robe said indifferently. 

This person was the president of this alchemist. He was nicknamed The Alchemist King. 

“No matter what happened, get out quickly! You Don’t need to take responsibility for 
such a big matter.”Another old man shouted. 

These people relied on the relationship between the various great clans and sects 
behind them. They were usually fearless and tyrannical. 

At this moment, they naturally didn’t care at all. 

“Let him speak.”At this moment, the alchemist King waved his hand. 



The guard swallowed his saliva and said softly, “Qin Yu is here…” 

When the few of them heard this, their expressions couldn’t help but change slightly. 

“Qin Yu? What is he here for? Even Our Alchemist Sage has never had a grudge 
against him.”A trace of fear flashed across the face of an old man. 

“What are you panicking for!”The Alchemist king shouted. He looked coldly at the guard 
and said, “Continue speaking. What is he doing here?” 

The guard said, “Qin Yu said that he wants to enter the alchemist Sage Hall. He wants 
you to arrange a test…” 

The moment these words were said, everyone present was shocked! 

What? This Qin Yu actually wanted to enter the alchemist Sage Hall? He even wanted 
to pass the test? 

“Could it be that this person is also an alchemist?”The Alchemist king asked with a 
frown. 

The person beside him said in a low voice, “What should we do now? If we don’t make 
arrangements, he definitely won’t let this matter rest. But if we really let him join, I’m 
afraid that the Heavenly Cloud Sect… won’t agree…” 
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The pill refinement King remained silent. The entire great hall was silent. 

It was as if everyone could sense a trace of danger. 

This kind of dilemma wasn’t a good thing for them. 

“I do have an idea.”Just as everyone was in a dilemma, a guard at the side 

suddenly spoke. 
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“What idea can a guard like you have? Do you have the right to speak 

here!”An old man immediately shouted. 

The guard’s body tensed up, not daring to make a sound. 

At this moment, the alchemy king waved his hand and said, “Let’s hear it first. 

Maybe he really has a good idea.” 

The old man wanted to say something else, but was interrupted by the 

Alchemy King’s wave of his hand. 

Then, the Alchemy King looked at the guard, indicating for him to continue. 

The guard smiled. “Isn’t he going to participate in the assessment? Isn’t that 

simple? In any case, the assessment criteria will be decided by you. Why 

Don’t you give him a particularly difficult question and make him unable to 

answer it?” 

“In this way, we won’t Offend Qin Yu, and we can also give the Heavenly 

Cloud sect an explanation.” 

Hearing this, everyone’s eyes instantly lit up. 

The guard’s words were undoubtedly a reminder to them that this was indeed 

an excellent method! 

“HMPH, what kind of method is this? You’re just a guard, how can you have 

so many words!” 

However, the expected praise didn’t appear. Instead, it was a stern shout. 

“Hurry up and leave. Just do your job well.”The few old men waved their 

hands and dismissed the guard. 



After he walked far away, the alchemy king said in a low voice, “I have to say, 

his method is indeed feasible.” 

“Mm, let’s do as he says. Tonight, we’ll think about what kind of difficult 

problem we should give him,”another old man said. 

Thus, the alchemy king sent a trusted aide to be responsible for responding to 

Qin Yu. 

Qin Yu, who was waiting, saw the guard coming down and hurriedly stood up 

to welcome him. 

“How is it?”Qin Yu asked. 

The guard opened his mouth and said with a dark face, “I don’t know. 

Anyway, I’ve already told them. You can wait here by yourself.” 

After saying this, he didn’t say anything more. 

Qin Yu couldn’t help but mutter, “What kind of illness is this…” 

Just as Qin Yu was puzzled, an old man came down from upstairs. 

This old man looked like he was in his eighties or nineties. He looked like a 

skinny old man. 

He walked toward Qin Yu with a smile and cupped his hands, saying, “Your 

Excellency is Mr. Qin Yu, Mr. Qin.” 

Qin Yu raised his eyebrows. It seemed that he had recognized him. 

“It’s me. I’m here to take the Alchemist test,”Qin Yu went straight to the point. 



The old man smiled and said, “Sure. We, The Alchemist Sage, Welcome Mr. 

Qin to join us. After our discussion, we have decided to take the test on you in 

three days. What do you think?” 

“It’s too slow. I Can’t wait that long. Hurry up,”Qin Yu urged. 

Hearing this, the old man couldn’t help but be stunned. Then he smiled bitterly 

and said, “Then I’ll discuss it with you as soon as possible. What do you 

think?” 

“Give me a specific time,”Qin Yu said with a wave of his hand. 

The old man thought for a moment and said, “How about this? Come here the 

day after tomorrow.” 

“Okay, then it’s settled.”Qin Yu immediately stood up from the ground. 

He patted the soil on his butt and turned around to leave. 

According to the time he said, there were only two days left. 

Qin Yu did not waste any time. He bought a batch of herbs from the medicine 

sage and found a place to stay for the time being. 

That night, Qin Yu took out the medicinal cauldron and began to refine the 

nascent soul pill. 

The first reason was to test his own method and familiarize himself with it. 

After all, it had been so long since he had refined a pill. 

The second was to test out how much the difference between the herbs would 

affect the pill. 



That night, Qin Yu refined five nascent soul pills, two of which were damaged. 

The next day, Qin Yu refined eight nascent soul pills, one of which was 

damaged. 

At night, Qin Yu familiarized himself with the technique. At the same time, he 

had nearly twenty nascent soul pills in his hand. 

Qin Yu wiped the sweat off his forehead. He looked at the flames dancing in 

his palms and could not help but smile. 

The next day was the day he had agreed with them. 

Qin Yu did not make any preparations and rushed toward the medicine sage 

city. 

At the entrance of the Medicine Sage City, the old man from a few days ago 

had been waiting for Qin Yu. 

After seeing Qin Yu, the old man walked over quickly. 

“Mr. Qin.”The old man cupped his hands towards Qin Yu. 

Qin Yu nodded slightly and said, “How is it? Can we begin?” 

The old man smiled and said, “Of course. The examiners are waiting for you 

upstairs. Please follow me.” 

Qin Yu grunted in gratitude, then followed behind him and stepped into the 

medicine Saint Hall. 



The moment he stepped in, Qin Yu smelled an extremely strong medicinal 

fragrance. This internal Qi assaulted his nose, and Qin Yu’s pores even 

opened unconsciously. 

“As expected of the Holy Region,”Qin Yu thought to himself. 

This was the first time he felt the difference in resources after stepping into the 

holy region. 

Such an environment was simply impossible on Earth. 

“If I grew up in the holy region since I was young, my strength would definitely 

not be only at the nascent soul stage,”Qin Yu thought to himself. 

Even in Earth’s environment, Qin Yu had such a cultivation. The path in the 

future was unimaginable. 

 


